BLUESOUND is an alliance of designers, engineers, audiophiles and music lovers who love sound and the innovative high fidelity digital technologies that reproduce it.

We’re also a group of people who simply love the sound of life. We love the sound of music, the sound of people, the sound of family, the sound of friendship, the sound of laughter, the sound of emotions.

We love the sound of art, the sound of film, the sound of partying, the sound of dancing – the sounds of living.

We believe all of these sounds are connected by a special frequency. That’s Living HiFi.
HI-FI NEVER WENT AWAY, IT JUST NEVER WENT WIRELESS. UNTIL NOW.

BLUESOUND™ is a 24-bit native, pure-digital streaming music player ecosystem designed and engineered beyond belief. Our total dedication to sonic performance is matched only by our deep love of music.

You don’t need to be an audiophile to appreciate high definition sound. But you might just become one once you hear what you’ve been missing.

A sound experience like no other. Because it’s engineered like no other.
FREE YOUR DIGITAL MUSIC COLLECTION.
DISCOVER MUSIC SERVICES.
STREAM TO ANY STEREO SYSTEM YOU WANT.

JOIN THE STREAMING REVOLUTION. The NODE is a premium, high-resolution wireless streaming music player that opens up a whole new world of possibilities for your music. Simply add the NODE to your wireless network and connect to an input on a receiver or amp, and discover millions and millions of songs from many popular streaming services (with more being added all the time) and free, live Internet radio from anywhere on the planet. You’ll have the entire world at your fingertips with control of Bluesound via the iOS or Android touch device app.

All Bluesound music players are OS X, XP, Vista, 2000 and Windows 7 / 8 compatible and are purpose-built to stream full res 24-bit / 192kHz studio master recordings. Bluesound plays many standard audio formats including FLAC, AAC, ALAC, WAV, AIFF, WMA, WMA-L, OGG and MP3.

ARM CORTEX™ A8 PROCESSOR
WIFI + ETHERNET
DIGITAL OPTICAL OUTPUT
USB TYPE-A CONNECTOR
RCA OUTPUT CONNECTORS
iOS & ANDROID APP CONTROLLERS
HIGH GLOSS BLACK OR WHITE
AMPLIFY YOUR HIFI STREAMING EXPERIENCE.
JUST ADD SPEAKERS.

NEXT GENERATION STEREO. The POWERNODE is a bi-amped streaming music player that delivers powerful and crystal clear audiophile-grade sound to any room in your home. Centered around a patented DIRECTDIGITAL™ amp that keeps the audio signal 100% digital from end to end, the POWERNODE is the fastest and highest bit-depth digital music player on earth.

Just connect your favorite speakers, or add the Bluesound DUO - a custom-tuned satellite speaker and subwoofer kit for the POWERNODE (engineered in one of North America’s most advanced sound labs*) and get immersed in the ultimate HiFi experience.

*The National Research Council Canada has one of the world’s largest, most advanced anechoic chambers (those padded rooms that eliminate sound reflections completely) – where all Bluesound products have been tested rigorously for perfect sound reproduction.

35-BIT / 844 kHz DAC
PATENTED DIRECTDIGITAL™ AMP
ARM CORTEX™ A8 PROCESSOR
50 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 4 OHMS
WIFI + ETHERNET
SUBWOOFER OUT
USB TYPE-A CONNECTOR
GOLD-PLATED SPEAKER TERMINALS
IOS & ANDROID APP CONTROLLERS
HIGH GLOSS BLACK OR WHITE
RIP IT. STORE IT. STREAM IT ANYWHERE YOU WANT. ALL WITHOUT A COMPUTER.

HOLD EVERYTHING. The VAULT is a unique streaming music player that comes with a 1 TB ultra-low noise hard drive and proprietary BluOS™ file management system (Mac + PC network compatible) for storage and protection of your entire music collection. Rip all your CDs easily in high resolution, bit-perfect FLAC format, space-saving MP3, or both simultaneously. With your whole music collection on the VAULT, you can finally listen to all of your favorite albums and stream from the cloud without ever turning on a computer.

ARM CORTEX™ A8 PROCESSOR
1 TB LOW ACOUSTIC EMISSION HD
SLOT-LOADING CD DRIVE
ETHERNET
DIGITAL OPTICAL OUTPUT
USB TYPE-A CONNECTOR
RCA OUTPUT CONNECTORS
iOS & ANDROID APP CONTROLLERS
HIGH GLOSS BLACK OR WHITE
WORLD-CLASS SPEAKER DESIGN AND AWARD-WINNING DIGITAL AMPLIFICATION. THE ALL-IN-ONE STREAMING MUSIC SYSTEM.

IT'S EVERYTHING BUT THE NOISE. The PULSE is an all-in-one streaming music system that delivers uncompromising audiophile-grade sound to any room in your home. Out-performing everything in its class, the PULSE delivers rich, clean bass and spatial texture clarity like no other comparable system. Immerse yourself in three dimensional sound, and finally hear what you've been missing.

The compact footprint and integrated handle make the PULSE ready to move anywhere you want your groove. On your kitchen counter, nightstand in the master bedroom, out on the patio or even as a HiFi output for your HD screen via optical out - the PULSE seriously raises the bar on high-fidelity home entertaining.

35-BIT / 844kHz DAC
PATENTED DIRECTDIGITAL™ AMP
ARM CORTEX™ A8 PROCESSOR
WIFI + ETHERNET
DIGITAL OPTICAL INPUT
USB TYPE-A CONNECTOR
2 x 70mm (2 ¾”) FULL RANGE DRIVERS
1 x 135mm (5 ¼”) BASS DRIVER
iOS & ANDROID APP CONTROLLERS
HIGH GLOSS BLACK OR WHITE
PERFECTION. AND THEN SOME. The DUO’s subwoofer and satellite speakers deliver massive range and crisp, delicious detail that you simply have to hear to believe. Proprietary digital equalization (pairing) with the POWERNODE’s DIRECTDIGITAL™ Amp exponentially enhances the performance of the system to unbelievable levels. No other Sub/Sat kit delivers true high resolution texture, bottomless bass and vivid clarity like the DUO. The DUO also provides audiophile-grade control over crossover and phase settings, allowing you to rule your sonic domain and enjoy recording studio quality performance in any room of your home.

THE SUB:
- 203mm (8”) POWERED SUBWOOFER
- 36 - 150 Hz (LF CUTOFF -10dB 32Hz)
- 280 TOTAL WATTS DYNAMIC PEAK
- SUB VOLUME CONTROL
- SUB CROSSOVER CONTROL
- SUB PHASE SWITCH
- LOW-LEVEL STEREO RCA INPUT
- AUTO ON / 0.5 WATT STANDBY MODE

THE SATS:
- 102mm (4”) FULL RANGE DRIVER
- 25mm (1”) ALUMINUM FERROFLUID TWEETER
- 75 - 23,000 Hz (LF CUTOFF -10dB 65Hz)
- HIGH-LEVEL STEREO INPUT
- HIGH GLOSS BLACK OR WHITE
BLUESOUND IS THE SOUND OF HOMEMADE WAFFLES AND BLUENOTE JAZZ SUNDAY.
BLUESOUND IS THE SOUND OF TWILIGHT BOSSANOVA BETWEEN THE SHEETS.

BLUESOUND IS THE SOUND OF YOUR HEARTBEAT AND YOUR FAVORITE PLAYLIST.
BLUESOUND IS THE SOUND OF BLACK INK, SUNRISE AND DOPE TRAP BEATS.
LIVING HIFI
BLUESOUND products need to be connected to the internet in order to access Internet radio stations and online streaming music services. A paid subscription may be required to access some streaming music or internet radio services. An internet connection is essential for Bluesound software/hardware updates. Bluesound can be connected to the internet using a LAN-based, DSL, WiFi or cable modem connection. Specifications are subject to change without notice. © Bluesound International. Bluesound, the stylized wordmark and “B” logotype, the phrase “HiFi for a wireless generation”, “Living Hi-Fi” and all other Bluesound product names and taglines are trademarks or registered trademarks of Bluesound International, a division of Lenbrook Industries Limited. Cortex is a trademark of ARM Limited. All other logos and services are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.